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People in authority may want to submit some messages anonymously on a famous website, while the
maintainers may want to limit the times each person can submit messages on the website so as to save the
storage space. More over, when people abuse the system, the maintainers want to find ways to identify their
identities. To realize such a system, what we need are some methods that can protect users’ privacy, control
their access times, and at the same time can identify malicious users when abuses are found. Current signature schemes or credential systems cannot fully achieve above purpose. A single-verifier k -times group
signature scheme is proposed, adding times limited property to the group signature scheme. It allows a user
to issue group signatures to the only verifier up to ki times for period Ti . We use online tracing method
to restrict each user to ki signatures strictly, and use the tracing ability of group signature to identify those
who abuse the system. Based on it, we can construct times limited accountable anonymous online submission control system for websites. Within allowed times, people can submit articles anonymously, even
website maintainers cannot identify two articles are from the same person. When a person posts more than
the allowed times, his submission will be rejected. When abuse is found, website maintainers can send the
signature to the corresponding open authority to find out the identity.
Povzetek: Članek predlaga metodo podpisovanja spletnih sporočil, ki zagotavlja anonimnost le pri omejenem številu uporab.
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Introduction

Nowadays people may want to post articles anonymously.
Imaging there is a famous website, and people from several authority organizations are allowed to post articles on
it. People read the articles and know they are from a person
of the authority organization, but they do not know who
indeed posts the messages. Even the website maintainers
cannot tell two articles are from the same person. At the
same time, the maintainers of the website may want these
authorities to be concise to save the storage space, so they
may want to limit the times each person can post messages
on the website. When a person attempts to post more than
allowed times, he will be found immediately and his submission is rejected, while his anonymity is still protected.
Moreover, when people abuse the system, the maintainers can find ways to identify those abusers. Can we have
some methods to protect users’ privacy, control their access
times, and at the same time identify malicious users when
abuses are found?
Related Works. Group signature [7], ring signature [15]
and anonymous credential [6] can be used to protect people’s privacy. However, users in these protocols can show
their signatures and credentials as many times as they want.
In the linkable ring signature [12], signatures from the

same signer can be linked so as that multiple signing behaviors can be controlled. However, the signers are always
anonymous and abusers can never be found.
The k-times anonymous authentication (k-TAA)[16, 18,
11, 17] was introduced to protect the privacy while limiting the authentications. Each user can only authenticate
anonymously up to k times, with k determined by each application provider (AP) and fixed for all users. When a
user authenticates more than k times to an AP, its privacy
is compromised. Some articles [14, 13, 1] described dynamic k-TAA, enabling APs to grant or revoke users independently. However, the property that enables AP to grant
users may compromise users’ privacy in a sense, because
AP knows the identity of each granted user. Again, the
value k is determined by each AP and fixed for all users.
Camenisch et al. [4] brought forward a periodic n-times
anonymous authentication scheme. In their scheme, each
user can authenticate anonymously up to n times in each
period, no matter how many APs there exist. However, in
schemes listed above, the authentications are fully anonymous if they are issued within allowed times. If some users
abuse the system within allowed times, they cannot be identified and punished. Therefore, the existing variants of kTAA are not applicable to our case.
Emura et al. [10] presented a selectable k-TAA scheme,
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allowing each user has different allowed number of authentication for different AP. In their scheme, the user chooses
the allowed number anonymously, and AP decides to accept or reject. However, the computation cost for granting phase is high, which is linear to the allowed number
k. The anonymity is weaken since authentications between
the same user and the same AP are linkable to AP (AP
knows they are from the same user).
Our Contribution. In this paper, a single-verifier ktimes group signature scheme is proposed as building
block, where all the group signatures are verified by the
only verifier, and the signatures from the same person are
limited to ki times during time period Ti times. Based on
it, times limited accountable anonymous online submission
control system for websites is constructed. Within allowed
times, people can post articles anonymously with their signatures, even website maintainers cannot identify two articles are from the same person. When a person posts more
than the allowed times, his post will be rejected. When
abuse is found, website maintainers can send the signature
to open authority of the group to find out the identity.
Paper Outline. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: In Section 2 we introduce some preliminaries.
In Section 3, we describe the proposed single-verifier ktimes group signature scheme, the building tool for the submission control system. In Section 4, we briefly describe
the times limited accountable anonymous online submission control scheme for websites. In Section 5, system attributes and comparison with related previous schemes are
presented. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 6.

(g1γ+x , x) where x ∈ Z∗p . We say that the q-SDH is (q, t, ϵ)hard if for all t-time adversaries A, we have
[
]
1
(γ 2 )
(γ q )
γ
γ+x
P r A(g1 , g2 , g2 , g2 , . . . , g2 ) = (g1 , x) < ϵ.

2 Preliminaries

A single-verifier k-times group signature scheme is similar to group signature scheme, while the signing times are
limited during each period. It consists of the following algorithm:

2.1 Bilinear Pairings and q-SDH Problem
We first review a few concepts related to bilinear pairings.
We follow the notation of [3]:
Definition 1 (Bilinear Pairings). Let G be a (multiplicative) cyclic group of prime order p and g is a generator of
G. A one-way map e : G × G → GT is a bilinear pairing
if the following conditions hold.
– Bilinear: For all u, v ∈ G, and a, b ∈ Zp ,
e(ua , v b ) = e(u, v)ab .
– Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) ̸= 1, i.e., if g generates G,
then e(g, g) generates GT .
– Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm
for computing e(u, v), ∀u, v ∈ G.
The q-SDH problem was introduced by Boneh and
Boyen [2] to construct short signatures without random oracles.
Definition 2 (q-SDH Problem). The q-SDH problem
in (G1 , G2 ) is defined as follows: given a (q+2)(γ 2 )
(γ q )
tuple (g1 , g2 , g2γ , g2 , . . . , g2 ) as input, output a pair

2.2 Proofs of Knowledge of Discrete
Logarithms
We will use the notation introduced by Camenisch and
Stadler [5] for various proofs of knowledge of discrete logarithms. For instance,
P K{(α, β, γ) : y = g α hβ ∧ z = g ′α h′γ };
is used for proving the knowledge of integers α, β and
γ such that y = g α hβ and z = g ′α h′γ holds. Here
y, g, h, z, g ′ and h′ are elements of some groups G =<
g >=< h > and GT =< g ′ >=< h′ >.

3 The Building Tool: Single-verifier
k-times Group Signature
The building tool is a single-verifier k-times group signature scheme, in which authorized people can issue group
signatures up to ki times for time Ti . Signatures are all
verified by a same verifier so that each user are limited to
ki signatures strictly.

3.1 The Model

– Key Generation: The algorithm generates the secret
key for the group manager, the secret key for the open
authority, and the public parameters. There may be
several groups.
– Member Joining: User registers with the group
manager to join the group. After that, user obtains group member certificate, while group manager
obtains user’s identification and tracing information,
which will be used to identify the abuser.
– Times Announcing: The verifier announces the signing times allowed for each future period. They can be
the same or different, depending on the applications.
– Sign: The user signs the message to show that he is a
member of a certain group. Each member certificate
can be used to sign up to k times during each period.
– Verify: The verifier checks if the signature is valid and
it is within the allowed times. If accepted, some tracing information is recorded into a log file. If not, the
signature will be rejected.
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– Open: When necessary, the open authority finds out
user’s identification from the signature.

3.2 Security Notions
A single-verifier k-times group signature scheme should
fulfill the following security notions:
– Correctness: The signature from an honest user
within the allowed times should be accepted by the
honest verifier. And the open algorithm should correctly identify the signer.
– Unforgeability: It is computationally impossible to
produce a valid signature, without the knowledge of
a membership certificate.
– Anonymity: Only the open authority can identify
which user provided the signatures.
– Traceability: It must be hard to produce a valid signature such that either the honest open authority is unable to identify the signer, or the open authority believes it has identified the origin but is unable to produce a correct proof of its claim.
– Detectability: Suppose k is the number of times the
verifier allows each user to sign during a single period. Detectability means that an adversary, who colludes with w users, is unable to issue more than kw
signatures without being detected the same verifier.

3.3 Online k-times limitation
Our idea of online k-times limitation is developed from
Damgård et al. [8]. Each user holds a secret key SK
which is different from the others. A hash function H1
maps string str to elements in a group where decisional
Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem is hard. If each user is
allowed to sign only once during period T , then the user
needs to show H1 (T )SK , the commitment to SK, as the
tracing tag, along with the proof of knowledge of owning
the group member certificate. If H1 (T )SK appears twice,
the verifier rejects the signature. If each user is allowed to
sign k times during period T , H1 (T, ki )SK is used, with
ki = 1, . . . , k.

3.4 Single-verifier k-times Group Signature
Our single-verifier k-times group signature is built upon the
group signature scheme by Delerablée and Pointcheval [9].
– Key Generation: Selects bilinear pairings e : G1 ×
G2 → GT as required in Section 2. Randomly selects
generator g2 ∈R G2 , so g1 ← ψ(g2 ) is the generator
of G1 . Randomly selects another generator h ∈R G1 ,
and ξ1 , ξ2 ∈R Z∗p , then calculates u ∈ G1 , satisfying
uξ1 = h and uξ2 = g1 . ξ1 , ξ2 are the secret keys for
the open authority. Selects γ ∈R Z∗p as the secret key
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for the group manager, and calculates w = g2γ . Two
collision resistant hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → GT ,
H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp are selected. The public parameters for the group are gpk=(G1 , G2 , GT , e, ψ, u,
h = uξ1 , g1 = uξ2 , g2 , w = g2γ , H1 , H2 ). User generates public key upk and private key usk for itself.
– Member Joining: User interacts with the group manager to join the group. The steps are described as follows.
1. User U selects y ∈R Zp to calculate C = hy ,
and generates non-interactive zero knowledge
proof π to prove knowing y. U sends C and π to
GM.
2. GM checks if C is ever used by other users before. If used, GM requires U to run the Member
Joining algorithm again. If C is never used, GM
checks whether π is valid. If invalid, GM rejects
the joining.
3. GM selects x ∈R Zp and calculates A =
1
(g1 C) γ+x , B = e(g1 C, g2 )/e(A, w), D =
e(A, g2 ). GM generates non-interactive zero
knowledge proof V to prove knowing the discrete logarithm of B in basis D. GM sends A
and V to U . In fact, B = e(Aγ+x , g2 )/e(A, w)
= e(Aγ , g2 )e(Ax , g2 )/e(A, g γ ) = e(Ax , g2 ) =
e(A, g2 )x , which means GM only needs to prove
knowing x.
4. After User U obtains A and V , he calculates
B = e(g1 C, g2 )/e(A, w), D = e(A, g2 ), checks
if V is valid. If valid, U signs A with his key usk
to obtain S, and sends S to GM.
5. GM verifies S with upk and A. If valid, GM
records (upk,A,x,S), and sends x to U . The
joining records are sent to open authority.
6. User obtains x and verifies the following equation
e(A, g2 )x e(A, w)e(h, g2 )−y = e(g1 , g2 ).
If the equation holds, the user joins the group
successfully and the group member certificate is
(A, x, y). The equation is expressed as followed:

=

e(A, g2 )x e(A, w)e(h, g2 )−y
e(A, g2 )x e(A, g2γ )e(h, g2 )−y

=

e(A, g2x+γ )e(h, g2 )−y

=
=

e((g1 hy ) x+γ , g2x+γ )e(h, g2 )−y
e(g1 , g2 )e(hy , g2 )e(h, g2 )−y

=

e(g1 , g2 ).

1

– Times Announcing: The verifier publishes a list to
show the signing times allowed for each future period.
The list is as follows, (T1 ,k1 ),. . . ,(Tn ,kn ). Or the verifier can publish only a k indicating the users can sign
messages up to k time during each period.
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– Sign: Suppose user U with certificate (A, x, y) wants
to sign a message m during period T and each user
is allowed to sign k times during period T . Suppose it is the ith (0 < i ≤ k) time user U shows to
the verifier, he behaves as follows. User U calculates
hi =H1 (T, i) with the commitment Ei =hyi , and generates a standard non-interactive zero-knowledge proof
πi =ZKP {(A, x, y) : Ei =hyi ∧ e(A, g2 )x · e(A, w) ·
e(h, g2 )−y =e(g1 , g2 )}, which is also the signature on
message m. User U sends (i, Ei , πi ) to the verifier.
Technical details of zero-knowledge proof are as follows.
1. User U selects α, β ∈R Zp , calculates T1 = uα ,
T2 = Ahα , T3 = uβ , T4 = Ag β .
2. In order to sign the message m, user U selects rα ,rβ ,rx ,ry ,rxα ∈R Zp , calculates R1 =
urα , R2 =e(T2 , g2 )rx · e(T2 , w)· e(h, g2 )−rxα ·
e(h, w)−rα · e(h, g2 )−ry , R3 = urβ , R4 =
r
hrα g −rβ , hi = H1 (T, i), Ei′ =hi y , and c=H2 (m,
T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 ). R2
can be written as R2 = e(A, g2 )rx · e(A, w)·
e(h, g2 )αrx −rxα −ry · e(h, w)α−rα , so that user
U can obtain R2 with fewer computations, since
all these pairings can be pre-computed.
3. User U calculates sα = rα + cα, sβ = rβ + cβ,
sx = rx + cx, sy = ry + cy, sxα = rxα + cxα.
4. so πi =(T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , Ei′ , c, sα , sβ , sx , sy , sxα )
– Verify: The verifier maintains a tracing log T LOGT
for time period T . On receiving (i, Ei , πi ), the verifier
checks if 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and makes sure that Ei does not
exist in T LOGT . Else, the verifier rejects the execution. If both of them hold, the verifier checks whether
the zero-knowledge proof is valid as follows.
1. The verifier calculates R1 = usα T1−c ,
R3 = usβ T3−c , R4 = hsα g −sβ T2−c T4c ,
R2 = e(T2 , g2 )sx · e(T2 , w) · e(h, g2 )−sxα ·
e(h, w)−sα ·e(h, g2 )−sy ·e(T2 , w)c ·e(g1 , g2 )−c =
e(T2 , g2sx wc+1 ) · e(h, g2 )−sxα −sy · e(h, w)−sα ·
e(g1 , g2 )−c . We notice that the pairing computation we need to obtain R2 is only one, and other
pairings can be pre-computed.
2. The verifier calculates hi = H1 (T, i), and
s
checks if hi y =Ei′ · (Ei )c holds.
3. The verifier checks if c is equal to H2 (m, T1 ,
T2 , T3 , T4 , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 ). If all the verifications pass, the verifier accepts the signature, and
records Ei into tracing log T LOGT . Else, the
verifier rejects the execution.
– Open: When necessary, the open authority obtains T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 from the signature, and calculates
A=T2 (T1 )ξ1 =T4 (T3 )ξ2 . By searching A in Member
Joining records, the open authority can find out the
corresponding upk, the public key of the user who has
issued that signature.
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3.5 Security Analysis
Theorem 3.1. The proposed scheme is correct, assuming
GM, user, verifier and open authority are all honest.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. If user Ui and GM are
honest, Ui will carefully select a secret key yi and GM will
make sure that g yi is different from others’ public keys.
So the secret key yi is also different from the others. In
the Member Joining protocol, Ui obtains a member cer1
tificate (A = (g1 hyi ) γ+x ,x, yi ) from the honest GM. For
each unused ki ∈ [1, k] during period T , there will not
exist a value the same as Ei = hyi i = (H1 (T, ki ))yi for
index ki during period T , because yi is different from others’ secret keys. Then the verifier will not reject such an
1
execution. On the knowledge of (A = (g1 hyi ) γ+x ,x, yi ),
Ui is able to generate a valid proof πi =ZKP {(A, x, yi ) :
Ei =hyi i ∧e(A, g2 )x ·e(A, w)·e(h, g2 )−yi =e(g1 , g2 )}, which
will then be accepted by the verifier as a successful execution. Since πi is honestly generated, the open authority can
extract A and find out the corresponding user public key,
when it is necessary. 2
Theorem 3.2. If the group signature scheme by Delerablée
and Pointcheval [9] is unforgeable, the proposed singleverifier k-times group signature is unforgeable.
Proof. (Sketch) Suppose that an algorithm A can forge the
proposed group signature with non-negligible probability.
Our scheme is combination the online k-times limitation
with Delerablée et al’s group signature [9], both of which
are linked by a zero-knowledge proof of a secret value y.
Given an instance of forged single-verifier k-times group
signature, we can extract from it an instance of Delerablée
et al’s group signature.
The technique is briefly descripted here. The singleverifier k-times group signature is of this form: (i, Ei , (T1 ,
T2 , T3 , T4 ), Ei′ , (R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 ), c, (sα , sβ , sx , sy , sxα )).
When the algorithm A is about to generate the forged signature, we take control of the random oracle for the challenge and rewind the process. Then we can extract two
related signatures, with the same hash-query but different
challenges. (i, Ei , (T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 ), Ei′ , (R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 ),
c, (sα , sβ , sx , sy , sxα ) c′ , (s′α , s′β , s′x , s′y , s′xα ). Thereafter, simply applying the same technique as the one used
to prove the soundness of zero-knowledge proof, one gets
a valid certificate (A, x, y) and then generates a successful
forgery for Delerablée and Pointcheval’s group signature
scheme. 2
Theorem 3.3. If the group signature scheme by Delerablée
and Pointcheval [9] is anonymous, DDH problem is hard
in GT , and the proof of knowledge technique is zeroknowledge, the proposed single-verifier k-times group signature is anonymous.
Proof. A user’s signature issued in the Sign protocol can
be divided into two parts. One is tracing tag Ei = hyi i , with
hi ∈ GT , the other part is zero knowledge proof of know1
ing (A = (g1 hyi ) yi +x ,x, yi ) which satisfying Ei = hyi i
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and e(A, g2 )x · e(A, w) · e(h, g2 )−yi =e(g1 , g2 ) at the same
time. Suppose there exists an adversary A can determine which user is running the signing execution in the
Anonymity game, then we can use A to solve DDH problem in GT . In this case, A can serve as an algorithm that
shows connections between elements in GT and G. Suppose A inverts elements in GT to those in G with probability at least ϵ, we denotes it as A(g, x), with x ∈ GT .
We are given a DDH problem instance, that is a quadruple
{y, y a , y b , y c } of elements of GT , and we are asked to determine if c = ab (mod p). Define algorithm B as follows.
1. Choose a random g ∈ G, and compute q1 = A(g, y),
q2 = A(g, y a ), q3 = A(g, y b ), q4 = A(g, y c ).
2. Compute e(q1 , q4 ) and e(q2 , q3 ). If the two are equal
output 1; else output 0.
Suppose all four outputs of algorithm A are correct. Then
q2 = q1a , q3 = q1b , and q4 = q1c . We therefore have e(q1 , q4 ) =
e(q1 , q1 )c and e(q2 , q3 ) = e(q1 , q1 )ab . The two elements are
equal if and only if c = ab (mod p). Thus if all four outputs
are correct B gives a correct output to the Decision DiffieHellman problem. The probability that all four outputs are
correct is at least ϵ4 .
We use standard proof of knowledge skill for the signature. If the adversary A can figure out which user is running the signing execution, we derive a contradiction for
the zero-knowledge proof of knowledge.
We notice that if two users simultaneously select the
same index ki during period T , the verifier can determine
that two signing executions are from two different users.
However, this will not weaken the anonymity of the users,
because the verifier still cannot determine which user is
running the execution and cannot find out that two signatures are from the same user. 2
Theorem 3.4. The proposed single-verifier k-times group
signature is traceable assuming the group signature
scheme by Delerablée and Pointcheval [9] is traceable.
Proof. (Sketch) Our single-verifier k-times group signature is of this form: (i, Ei , (T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 ), Ei′ , (R1 , R2 ,
R3 , R4 ), c, (sα , sβ , sx , sy , sxα )). With any instance of
single-verifier k-times group signature, one can extract an
instance of Delerablée et al’s group signature, which is of
the form (T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 ), (R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 ), c, (sα , sβ ,
sx , sxα )). If single-verifier k-times group signature is untraceable, the extracted group signature is untraceable for
Delerablée et al’s scheme. Then we obtain a contradiction for the traceability of Delerablée et al’s group signature scheme. 2
Theorem 3.5. Suppose an adversary colludes with w users
and k is the number of times the verifier allows each user to
sign on period T . If the adversary issues signatures more
than kw times, it must be detected by the honest verifier.
Proof. For each user on period T , only k bases can be used
for generating traceable tags during the execution, namely
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h1 = H1 (T, 1), . . . , hk = H1 (T, k). If the user uses additional base, it can be easily detected by the verifier, because
the user has to tell the verifier which base he is using in the
execution.
Using these k bases, each user can perform only k times
successful executions, and w users can perform kw times.
After kw times normal executions, if they collude together
and want to sign the messages for one more time, they need
a new secret key to create a different tracing tag other than
the kw used tags. And they also need to prove knowing
a message-signature pair for the secret key, which is not
obtained from normal interaction with the GM. It cannot
be fulfilled due to the unforgeability of our scheme. 2

4 Times Limited Accountable
Anonymous Online Submission
System
Our system can be divided into two parts: organization and
website. To ensure the security of our system, the security
of both parts should be considered.
– Hardware Infrastructure Security. The Hardware
infrastructures that support the system, such as servers
and backup disks, should only be accessible to trusted
persons.
– Secure Channels. There are secure channels between
organization and website, in order for website to obtain and update public keys securely.
– Reliability. Robust design should be provided to support for backup, load balancing, and failover.
The security considerations described above are out of
scope of this paper.
With the building tool provided in Section 3, we can
easily construct times limited accountable anonymous online submission system suitable for various websites. Each
website needs only to announce the allowed times for future periods and act as the only verifier.

4.1 System Preparation Phase
The website signs agreements with several organizations
that the website allows people from these organizations to
post messages anonymously on it. In addition, the organizations agree to reveal the identities of abusers when the
website requires. The agreements should show what kinds
of messages are allowed to be submitted. A trusted party in
each organization generates the public parameters and the
corresponding secret keys for GM and OA, as described
in Section 3. GM and OA in each organization can be
trusted by the websites. The website prepares storage space
for recording the authenticated submissions. It can be a
database on a hard disk, with different tables for different
periods and organizations.
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Figure 1: Times Limited Accountable Anonymous Submission System with Online Censor

4.2 Member Joining Phase
Members in each organization register with GM to obtain
certificates, by running Member Joining algorithm as described in Section 3. Each organization should notify its
members of the allowed kinds of messages to be submitted.

4.3 Times Announcing Phase
The verifier publishes a list to indicate submission times
allowed for each future period. The list is as follows,
(T1 ,k1 ),. . . ,(Tn ,kn ). Alternatively, the verifier can choose
to publish a k for all future periods. In addition, the website
should notify the users of the current period.

4.4 Message Submission Phase
When a user from the agreed organization wants to submit a
message to the website, he selects a random unused number
less than the allowed time for current period, and generates
the single-verifier k-times group signature as described in
Section 3. He writes down the message in a pre-designed
form, indicating his organization and attaching the signature.

4.5 Signed Message Verification Phase
On receiving the submission, the website can verify it as
described in Section 3. If the submission is from the
granted organization and its signature passes the verification, the message and its signature are recorded into the

database table for current period and the coming organization. If not, the submission is rejected and a notice is sent
to the user immediately.

4.6 Message Review Phase
These verifications and recording can be automatically
done by software programs. The website can choose online
or offline review for the messages, according to its running
policy. When online review is chosen, some people (censors) are deployed to read the messages before they can be
published. Figure 1 illustrates a submission system with
online censor. When in the case of offline review, the messages can be published immediately. Later, some people
are deployed to browse through these published messages
and remove those impropriate. No matter which kind of
review is used, if a message is found impropriate for the
website, the message and corresponding signature are sent
to open authority for further treatment.

5 Security Attributes and
Performance Comparison
5.1 Security Attributes
Our system inherits the security attributes from group signature scheme [9], in addition to times limited authentication.
– Anonymity. Given signatures produced by a user, no
one except the open authority should be able to find
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out the signer’s identity. The website cannot decide
two signatures are from the same user.
– Traceability. Given a valid signature, the open authority is bound to identify the signer.
– Non-frameability. Anybody, even group manager
and open authority, is not able to wrongly accuse
someone for having signed a message.
– Concurrent Join The system allows for several users
to register at the same time.
– Dynamic Revocation. As indicated in [9], the group
manager can remove a user from the organization, by
publishing new public parameters and some information of the revoked user. The unrevoked users can update their certificates accordingly. Mass revocations
are done one by one.
– Times Limited Authentication. No one can authenticate more than announced number to the honest verifier.

5.2 Performance Comparison
We evaluate our scheme in Table 1 by comparing it
with several related works, including the group signature
scheme by Delerablée and Pointcheval [9], dynamic kTAA by Au et al.[1], periodic k-times anonymous authentication by Camenisch et al. [4], and the selectable k-TAA
scheme by Emura et al. [10]. Because schemes in [1, 4]
did not provide detailed computations of zero-knowledge
proof, so the computation cost and signature length are
given by us approximately.
We notice that in scheme of k-TAA and its variants, such
as dynamic k-TAA [1] and periodic n-TAA [4], the signing and verifying cost is huge and the signature length is
not constant, since they need to prove that the committed signing index lies in an interval [1, k]. Users are fully
anonymous when they authenticate no more than the allowed times, or else their identities are exposed.
The selectable k-times relaxed anonymous authentication by Emura et al. [10] is efficient in signing and verifying phase. However, the computation cost for user and
AP is huge in granting phase, which is linear to the allowed
number k. The storage cost for user is also linear to k. The
weaken anonymity is suitable for their application since the
linkable authentications are needed for AP to adjust marketing strategy.
Our scheme is almost as efficient as the group signature
scheme [9]. We need only a few more computations and
some extra length to realize the times limited property.

6 Conclusion and Discussion
We propose single-verifier k-times group signature scheme
to allow each user to authenticate up to ki times during period Ti , without leaking the privacy of the users,
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while maintaining the ability of revealing the identities of
abusers. We show that the scheme can be used to construct
flexible anonymous online submission control system for
websites.
We notice that if two users from the same organization
using the same index ki for signing during the same period,
the website can know the two submissions are from two different users. However, this will not weaken the anonymity
of the users, because the website still cannot determine
which user is submitting and cannot tell two submissions
are from the same user.
Our single-verifier k-times group signature scheme can
be turned into a generic scheme, in which we can employ
other group signature scheme so as to achieve different efficiency.
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